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continue and we need your help

Now as told my folks last night my momma

teach me to tell the truth and shame the devil

Some of yall read in the papers that we got

$1 000000nd know mars why some of yall

come in here with your church clothes this

evening because you had wanted to look good

You came to sharing up phonetic that

$10000000 Okay We aint got it yet

10 We have legislation that states that this

11 corridor is to receive $1000000 per year over

12 the course of ten years however we have to have

13 it approved through us turning in our homework

14 assignment which is general management plan

15 Now if we turn it in the Secretary of the

16 Interior looks at it and says unh-unh yall

17 aint finished and sends it back nothing yet

18 Now if we turn it in and he says excellent he

19 signs it the regional director signs it-- once

20 somebody else signs it it comes back-- and you

21 know where they print that money that money

22 thats been
sitting there that we money they got

23 sitting there $10000000 of thatmney iswe

24 but thiwill now release it from where

25 that is to send it here to this corridor and then

14

well be able to use it toward what you tell us

tonight are the things that are important

resources to you

So to help in that process we have partnered

with the National Park Service We are part of

the Department of Interior here as federal

commission and my partner thats coming up here

Michael is part of anomer part of the

Department of the Interior the National Park

10 Service We connect as commission with the

11 National Park Service through him as our project

12 liaison We also have consulting group that is

13 called the Denver Service Center that we have

14 contracted to write in the technical format that

15 the government needs us to turn in our general

16 management plan But we have the general

17 management plan working group and Id like the

18 members that are here tonight to just stand so

19
everyone can see who you are so that when we

20 close out this session if you have not asked your

21 question or made your comment out loud because

22 you still want to put up something one on one

23 just see any of us or any of the other

24 commissioners that are wearing their ID And if

25 you also decide well want to write lot you

15

can mail this card back the return address is on

there and we have more You can take some out

and give them out in the community and have

people mail them back or you can go to our Web

site its also in here and you can log on You

can send that Web site to every person that you

know and have them log on and also give input so

tonights not the last time this is the

beginning time

So wanted to bring to you the person that

our chairman Mr Campbell told you not to

forget and that is Mr Michael AlIen our project

liaison for the National Park Service

MR ALLEN want to start by saying on --

on behalf of the National Park Service

specifically my boss Bob Dotson here the two of

us are pleased that you all are here We have

been tasked to actually partner with the

GulIah/Geechee National Heritage Corridor

Commission in carrying out the process that was

passed in law

have couple of things in my hand think

that would put in Queen -- what Queen said in

context The Bible talks about writing vision

to make it plain you can run with it What we

16

have here is actually the vision that started in

2000 the beginning of the 21st century where we

went out and talked and we engaged the public

asking them what is Gullah what is Geechee what

are the threats what are the opportunities And

when we were at each public event -- each one of

them was held here in Jacksonville -- we said --

she just said it were here to listen So

again were not hearing preconceived notions

thoughts attitudes beliefs were here to

listen

So what you see here really is your voice

that we went through process over five years to

put this document together because we were

tasked in 2000 to also put document together

Given that comes from James Clyburn the

majorities where now -- was the person that

authored the legislation of the special resource

study we put this in his hands first

After he read through it he was excited just

as you-all were So in 2005 he introduced into

the United States Congress the GuIlah/Geechee

National Heritage Area Act and in 2006 it was

passed establishing where youre sitting
here

tonight the GulIah/Geechee National Heritage
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Corridor which stretches from Wilmington North

Carolina here to Jacksonville Florida

But that wasnt the end of the story that

was really the beginning of the journey because

that legislation did some other things One

told you gave you the dimensions and size and

sole of the corridor Two they said that we

should have commission of individuals who would

work in partnership with you and with the park

10 service and with the state and local federal

11 agencies to help carry out this task

12 te folks are wearing these pins because they

13 are the commission so weve done that part But
------m

14 the heavy lifting that was in that legislation

15 said that we should present document again to

16 the Secretary of the Interior that would be

17 broad-based that would be inclusive that would

18 be diverse that would talk about the breadth and

19
scope and the need of the opportunities and

20 partnership for the future

21 Now the National Park Service has been very

22 open and honest in looking at this and when they

23 werent open and honest told them that they

24 need to be because were not dealing with

25 mountain were not dealing with valley were

18

not dealing with lake were not dealing

with -- with any other type of physica
structure were looking at the sQl people

Because of this this general management plan

dream is unlike any other journey that the

National Park Service has taken in the 25 years

of the National Heritage Area program And

emphasize that because as we sit here tonight

there are approximately 40 national areas here

In fact Lana passed out little flyer it has

all of them listed in there When you look

through that national list the one that youre

sitting in here tonight is the only one thats

been designated and part of the process thats

exclusively dealing with the African-American

history experience and culture so were being

transparent in this journey with you

You can see to my left and to my right these

panels which is very clear about the process

where were going how we plan to get there

and -- but we need your voices as part of this

process

In the yellow flyer that you received you

see very clearly that there is information in

there -- in that newsletter you see that theres

19

comment card we ask you to return it We went

beyond that point special type of Web site

was established which people can then comment on

So now were not only captivated by the court

reporter sitting here today were not only

captured here by the comment cards that you have

in your hand but we also have gone to the World

Wide Web as an opportunity as well to capture it

Now let me speak about the data that were

capturing Again within the normal processing

of the National Park Service we look at certain

definitive types of statements of how we

evaluate But we know were dealing with things

that are tangible and intangible so it gives us

an opportunity to go beyond the norm in how we go

about dealing and working through this process

So dont feel that anything that you want to

suggest to us or bring to us is out of bounds

We are cutting edge were outside of the box---
and because thats the way we operate we need

you to walk with us in this endeavor ask you

again --

There are other cultural institutions and

organizations and communities around the United

States this afternoon that desire to have

20

national -- National Historic Area designation

What we do with this journey with this process

will set tone for other cultural groups around

the nation to take advantage of this program

its with that_pledge that stand here tong
And often in this process the Park Service link

personnel with program and sometimes personnel

has no knowledge of the history of the culture

and the breadth of story

But stand here not only as National Park

Service emyee with almost 30 years of

experienceUand here not just sharing words

but Im sharing my passion of who am of the

culture what Ive lived in the community So

bring that to the table with an extra pair of

eyes so at the end of the day when my boss Bob

Dotson reads the final document -- at the end of

the day when his boss David e4lew1lani
reads the final document at this -- of this --

at the end of the day when his boss the

Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar reads

this document theyll be well-pleased because

they would know that it was done in manner that

was inclusive They will know that it was done

in mannbr that was diverse and they would know
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